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Bilateral fluctuations of the ERM currencies 
Graph 1 on page 4 shows the trends in the bilateral 
fluctuation of ERM currencies between 1 August 1997 and 
30 September 1997 calculated on a daily basis. 
This graph shows that during the whole period under 
consideration, there was stability in the ERM. The IEP was 
the strongest currency in the ERM grid for the twelfth 
month in succession. The graph also shows that from 
12 September onwards the IEP eased significantly against 
the DEM and the other ERM currencies. The IEP has fallen 
against the DEM to just under 1.109 IEP at the end of 
September. The spread of the IEP against the weakest 
currency narrowed significantly from 10.21% on 29 August 
1997 to 6.33% on 30 September 1997. It is worth noting 
that the development of the IEP did not fully reflect 
movements of the GBP or USD. The graph also shows that 
the FRF was at a weak position against the other ERM 
currencies throughout the whole period considered, 
although it has strengthened slightly against the DEM 
during September. 
By the end of September, all ERM currencies but the IEP 
moved within a band of 1.71%, which is slightly wider than 
at the end of the previous month (1.45%, if the IEP is 
excluded). 
Harmonised consumer price indices in ECU 
Owing mainly to the sharp appreciation of GBP and IEP 
against the ECU, the harmonised consumer price indices 
(HCPI) expressed in ECU of the United Kingdom and 
Ireland continued to climb, rising in the 12 months to 
August by 26.2% and 8.5% respectively. Italy's HCPI in 
ECU also continued on an upward, though less steep trend 
than before. In the 12 months to August (January) this 
index rose by 2.5% (10.2%), partly due to the slow 
appreciation of ITL against the ECU and partly to the 
modest growth of the HCPI in national currency. 
The HCPI in ECU of Greece also continued on an upward 
trend. In the 12 months to August this index rose by 3.7%, 
as the impact on the index of the HCPI growth rate in 
national currency exceeded that of the GRD's depreciation 
against the ECU. For the same reason, the downward 
trend of the HCPI in ECU of Sweden and Denmark 
reversed in August 1997. In the 12 months to August, 
Sweden's and Denmark's HCPI in ECU increased by 1.4% 
and 0.1% respectively. 
Because of the larger depreciation of the BEF, DEM, ESP, 
FRF, LUF, NLG, ATS, and PTE against the ECU relative to 
the low rate of growth of the respective HCPIs in national 
currency from August 1996 to August 1997, the indices of 
Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Austria and Portugal continued to fall by 
2.2%, 2%, 1.7%, 0.8%, 2.5%, 1.6%, 2.4% and 0.8% 
respectively. For the same reason, the upward trend of the 
HCPI in ECU of Finland reversed in August 1997. In the 12 
months to August, the HCPI in ECU of Finland fell by 1.1%. 
Central bank interest rates 
Finland was the only Member State where the central bank 
adjusted its key rates in September. On the day of the 
tendering operation of 15 September the Bank of Finland 
decided to raise the tender rate by 15 basis points to 
3.15%. The last time the rate had been changed was in 
October 1996, when it had been cut from 3.10% to 3.0%, 
and the last time the official rates had gone up in Finland 
was back in June 1995, when the tender rate stood at 6%. 
According to the Bank of Finland, the reason for the most 
recent rise was to stop the economy overheating. The view 
was that "the indicators seem to show that factors which 
traditionally push prices up are becoming stronger". The 
August inflation rate was up to 2.3% in annual terms, 
compared with a figure of 1.1% in July (national data). 
In the other countries the reference rates remained at the 
same levels as at the end of August. 
In Germany the central bank held the tender rate at 3.0% 
throughout September, thereby maintaining the rate that 
had applied since the end of August 1996. The money 
supply measured by the M3 aggregate continued to stay 
within the bank's target range for the whole year (3.5-
6.5%). Compared with the average for the last quarter of 
1996, the M3 aggregate increased at an annualised rate of 
5.8% in August. 
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Central rates and intervention limit rates, in force since 25th November 1996, for 
the currencies of countries participating in the EMS exchange rate mechanism. 
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Weights of component currencies in the ECU, calculated on the basis of 
central rates in force since 25.11.1996 
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TABLE III 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































n.a. = not available r=revised 
Important: This data refers to the non-harmonised consumer price indices expressed in ECU, base year 1996=100 
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TABLE IV 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(*) Recording based on the payment date (**) Only domestic issues which can be assimilated with Eurobonds 
TABLE VI 














Borrower & country 
France BTAN 

























































































































































































































































































GOV = Central governments SUPRA = Supranational institutions 
TABLE VIM 





















Turnover in millions of USD 
All 
currencies 
7 543 435 
12 817 697 
21 147 243 
26 885 805 
32 410 622 
44 633 301 
3 957 155 
3 604 991 
4 002 420 
4 358 228 
3 791 050 
3 608 927 
3 949 284 
3 825 231 
4 062 392 
3 899 815 
3 559 238 
4 313 629 
4 498 891 
3 861 874 
of which 
ECU 
1 299 480 
1 795 023 
1 396 407 
1 760 679 
2 281 559 
















2 024 440 
2 471 247 
3 381 535 
4 726 177 
5 718 454 












1 074 070 
1 164 972 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 Operation rates of the EMI: see explanatory notes 
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Evolution of central bank interest rates over the last 12 months 
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Exchange rate grid (Table I) 
The intervention limit rates fixed in the official grid do not 
correspond exactly to + or - 15 % of the central rates, since 
for each currency pair (whose exchange rates are inversely 
proportional to one another) the lower limit of one 
corresponds to the upper limit of the other. 
Bilateral fluctuations of the ERM currency 
(Graph 1 on page 5) 
The daily market exchange rates of all currencies are 
compared with the relevant bilateral central rates and the 
differentials between the two calculated. 
The graph is divided symmetrically by a horizontal axis 
along which the points would be plotted if all currencies 
were at their bilateral central rate and there were therefore 
no fluctuations. 
The curves are drawn by linking the daily points showing 
the relative positions of each currency. These should be 
compared in pairs. To find the differential between two 
currencies, subtract the (positive or negative) values along 
the y-axis corresponding to each currency. 
The graph is drawn with the curve of the stronger currency 
above that of the weaker. It shows therefore the relative 
position of each currency vis-à-vis the other currencies. 
When two curves intersect or merge over a period of time 
there is no differential between the two currencies and their 
market exchange rate equals their bilateral central rate. 
The maximum spread recorded between two currencies is 
signified by the band, symmetrical with the horizontal axis. 
The fluctuations of the other currencies in relation to either 
of the two currencies in question are shown within the 
maximum spread. 
The divergence indicator (Graph 2 on page 5) 
The divergence indicator (DI) measures the degree of 
movement of a specific EMS currency against its maximum 
divergence spread. In effect, the DI is a mechanism which 
detects the EMS currencies that deviate upwards or 
downwards from the Community average as represented by 
the ECU. 
For a given currency the divergence indicator is obtained: 
(i) first by calculating the appreciation or depreciation of the 
market rate of the ECU in terms of that currency against 
its ECU-related central rate; 
(ii) and then by comparing the result obtained with the 
maximum divergence spread (MDS), which is the 
intervention limit, corrected by the weight of each 
currency in the basket in such a way that an increase in the 
weight of a currency reduces its maximum divergence 
spread. 
In order to permit a comparison of movements in the 
divergence indicators for each of the EMS currencies, the 
MDS is expressed as an index number ranging between 
+/-100. At an absolute index number of 75, a currency 
reaches its divergence threshold. When a currency crosses 
its "threshold of divergence", this results in a presumption 
that the authorities concerned will correct this situation by 
taking adequate measures. 
ECU exchange rates (Table II) 
The exchange rates for the ECU against the national 
currencies of the member states of the Community, the 
USD and yen are shown as annual averages, monthly 
averages (for the current year), and daily rates (for the 
latest available month). 
Harmonised consumer price indices in ECU 
(Table III) 
For each country the index of harmonised consumer prices 
in ECUs is calculated by multiplying the national 
harmonised consumer price index (HICP) by the average 
movement of the national currency in relation to the ECU 
during the month. It measures the change in the purchasing 
power of one ECU in the country concerned. 
Three composite indices are calculated, the first covering all 
the member states of the Community (EUR15), the second 
covering 12 member states whose currencies participate in 
the European Monetary System exchange rate mechanism 
(ERM), and the third covering the 12 member countries 
whose currencies go to make up the ECU. (Although the 
peseta has been participating in the exchange rate 
mechanism since 19/06/89 and has been included in the 
calculation of the ECU since 21/09/89, it is only taken into 
account in the indices relating to the ERM which are 
included in this bulletin for data after 30/09/89). 
These three indices are calculated as weighted arithmetic 
means (chain indices). The weightings are defined as 
follows: for the EUR 15 and ERM indices, the relative share 
of each member state in the final consumption of 
households for the group of countries in question (EUR15 
or ERM), at current prices and exchange rates (annual 
weighting). For the ECU index, the relative share of each 
member state's currency in the calculation of the ECU 
(monthly weighting). 
The base year is 1996. These indices should be used for 
indexing new contracts in ECU. 
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The Harmonised Consumer Price Indices (HICPs) in 
national currencies are primarily designed to facilitate 
international comparisons of consumer price inflation 
across the European Union. The focus lies on comparability 
among the indices of the different Member States as well as 
the relative movements. 
In contrast to the interim indices, the HICPs in national 
currencies are harmonised not only on coverage but also in 
several methodological aspects. The HICPs in national 
currencies provide the best statistical basis for international 
comparisons of consumer price inflation and very 
considerable progress has been made in harmonising 
methodologies. 
The HICPs in national currencies are compiled using a 
version of the international classification COICOP 
(Classification of individual consumption by purpose) which 
has been specially adapted for the HICPs and is known as 
COICOP/HICP. 
Non harmonised consumer price indices in ECUs 
(Table IV) 
For each country the non harmonised index of consumer 
prices in ECUs is calculated by multiplying the national non 
harmonised consumer price index by the average 
movement of the national currency in relation to the ECU 
during the month. It measures the change in the purchasing 
power of one ECU In the country concerned. 
Three composite indices are calculated, the first covering all 
the member states of the Community (EUR 15), the second 
covering 12 member states whose currencies participate in 
the European Monetary System exchange rate mechanism 
(ERM), and the third covering the 12 member countries 
whose currencies go to make up the ECU. (Although the 
peseta has been participating in the exchange rate 
mechanism since 19/06/89 and has been included in the 
calculation of the ECU since 21/09/89, it is only taken into 
account in the indices relating to the ERM which are 
included in this bulletin for data after 30/09/89). 
These three indices are calculated as weighted arithmetic 
means (chain indices). The weightings are defined as 
follows: for the EUR 15 and ERM indices, the relative share 
of each member state in the final consumption of 
households for the group of countries in question (EUR 15 
or ERM), expressed in ECUs at current prices and 
exchange rates (annual weighting). For the ECU index, the 
relative share of each member state's currency in the 
calculation of the ECU (monthly weighting). 
The base year is 1985. These indices should be used for 
indexing existing contracts in ECU; for new contracts the 
new harmonised CPI in ECU should be used instead. The 
non harmonised price indices in ECU will be published until 
December 1998. 
ECU bond issues (Tables V & VI) 
In table V, issues are recorded as at the payment date. This 
bulletin covers ECU issues in the Eurobond market, which 
includes international and foreign issues and domestic 
issues which can be assimilated with Eurobond issues. 
More specifically, the domestic issues should be free of 
withholding tax in the hands of non-residents and subject to 
similar clearing and settlement procedures. This includes 
ECU issues offering the option of conversion into other 
currencies. Main source: International Financing Review. 
Table V shows, under the headings: 
- Business sector and Governments: national issuers, 
both private and public. 
- Institutions: the European Investment Bank and the 
Commission of the European Communities (EEC, 
ECSC, Euratom). 
- Organisations: the specialist institutions of the United 
Nations, the World Bank, the Council of Europe, etc... . 
Table VI shows detailed information on the latest known 
issues, irrespective of the payment date. 
Outstanding amount of ECU bonds (Table VII) 
This table shows the bonds in ECUs outstanding at the end 
of the last three months and at the end of the last three 
years. These statistics are taken from a particularly 
comprehensive database and measure the volume of ECU 
bonds in circulation. The overall figure is broken down in 
two ways - by residual maturity and by type of issuer. 
Total of the secondary market turnover and % of 
market taken by ECU securities (Table VIM) 
This table shows the volume of transactions on securities 
conducted by the international clearing houses Cedel and 
Euroclear. The market shares of the various types of 
instrument are calculated. These statistics do not cover all 
transactions throughout the world, since internal 
movements are not included. They do, however, give a 
realistic idea of market developments. 
Interest rates and yields on ECU investments 
(Table IX) 
The interest rates for 1, 3, 6 and 12 months deposits are 
calculated on the basis of the London market rates LIBID as 
follows: 
- until October 1993: source: Financial Times, Friday rate. 
- from November 1993: source : Bank of England, British 
Banker's Association, daily rates. 
The yields of ECU bonds at 1 - 10 years are those provided 
by Eurostat's yield curve. These are redemption yields. 
Eurostat's yield curve, which portrays the interest rate 
structure of maturities ranging from 1 to 10 years, is based 
on highest quality issues with a triple-A rating of at least 
22 
Explanatory notes 
ECU 500 million outstanding, with a very high liquidity (bid-
offer spread less than 50 basis points). The curve is 
calculated daily by fitting a third order polynomial function 
by regression to the price/yield values of bonds provided by 
ISMA (International Securities Market Association, London). 
These values reflect the mean of bid and offer prices 
communicated by a comprehensive range of financial 
institutions. The monthly figures included in the table are 
the arithmetic average of daily figures and the yearly figures 
are the arithmetic average of daily figures. 
Operation rates of the EMI (Table IX) 
The interest rate for transactions of the EMI (European 
Monetary Institute) in ECUs is the weighted average of the 
most representative rates on the domestic money market of 
the countries whose currencies make up the ECU basket. It 
is based on the weighting of the currencies in the ECU 
basket as derived from the ECU central rates in force. The 
rate thus calculated for a given month applies to EMI 
transactions for the following month. In table VII, this rate 
relates to the month upon which the calculations are based 
and not to the (following) month during which it is used by 
the EMI. 
ECU yield curve 
These graphs show the trend in yields on ECU bonds. 
Graph 3 shows the ECU yield for bonds due at the end of 
the last month, at the end of the preceding month and one 
year previously. Graph 4 shows the development in yields 
for maturities of 2 and 10 years over the last 12 months. 
The difference between these two curves reflects the 
gradient of the rates curve. 
Central Bank Interest Rates in the EEA countries, 
in the US, Japan and Switzerland (Table X) 
BELGIUM 
Official intervention rates: 
Discount rate (DR): rate at which credit institutions can 
discount commercial paper at the BNB within the ceilings 
fixed individually according to balance sheet items. 
1-week credit granted by tender (AUCT): rate at which the 
BNB grants cash by tender to credit institutions. The 
duration of these loans is generally 1 week but can be 
longer under particular circumstances. 
Advances to meet daily deficits (AR): rate at which credit 
institutions receive money from the BNB within quotas 
which vary between credit institutions according to balance 
sheet items and to turnover in the secondary market for 
government debt-securities. 
Central Bank rate (CR): rate at which Primary dealers1 
receive overnight money, up to a fixed maximum which is 
the same for each Primary dealer, from the BNB. This rate 




Discount rate (DR): indicative rate which is not attached to 
any facility with the Danmarks Nationalbank. Within quotas 
based on the size of the individual bank, deposits on banks' 
current account with the Danmarks Nationalbank are 
remunerated by the folio rate. This rate has been equal to 
the discount rate since the introduction of the present 
liquidity instruments in April 1992. 
Certificates of deposit (CD): rate on 14-day certificates of 
deposit issued on the last banking day of each week by the 
Nationalbank. 
Repurchase agreements (REPO): rate at which the banks 
have access to enter into 14-day repurchase agreements in 
government paper with the Nationalbank. These 
transactions take place on the penultimate banking day of 
each week, affecting bank liquidity the following day. The 




Discount rate (DR): rate at which the Bundesbank 
discounts eligible trade bills within the limits of the 
rediscount quotas. 
Lombard rate (LR): rate at which the Bundesbank grants 
loans to banks against certain securities. These loans have 
a maturity of up to 90 days and are granted against 
collateral of government and public sector securities. 
Rate on repurchase agreements (REPO): rate applied to 
the Bundesbank's repurchase facility. The Bundesbank 
buys bonds eligible as collateral for Lombard loans and 
short-term Treasury discount paper from those banks 
subject to minimum reserve requirements. These 
transactions are usually offered by fixed-rate tender or by 
variable-rate tender for a period of 14, 28 or 35 days. 
Other rate: 
3-day Treasury bills (3D TB): rate on bills that can be 
bought or sold by a specific list of banks. This establishes a 
floor for the cost of short-term money in addition to the fixed 
amount provided by the discount window. 
GREECE 
Intervention rates: 
Rediscount rate (DR): rate at which the Bank of Greece 
rediscounts commercial bills. This facility is subject to 
overall quotas which are allocated among credit institutions 
according to criteria relating to the size of certain balance 
sheet items. 
Primary dealers are market makers for government linear 
bonds (OLO) and Treasury certificates. 
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Lombard rate (LR): rate at which the Bank of Greece 
grants liquidity to banks against collateral of government 
paper. As for the discount window, this facility is subject to 
overall quotas which are allocated among credit institutions 
according to criteria relating to the size of certain balance 
sheet items. 
Rate on overdrafts on banks' current accounts with the 
Bank of Greece (OR): rate at which credit institutions can 
cover unexpected liquidity shortages by overdrawing their 
current accounts with the Bank of Greece. 
SPAIN 
Intervention rates: 
Short-term credit to banks (REPO): marginal auction rate 
of 10-day repo purchases of Banco de España certificates. 
The Bank of Spain purchases the certificates (with a resale 
agreement at the maturity of the operation) from banks and 
savings banks according to the requirements accepted in 
the auction. 
Rate on overnight loans granted by the Banco de 
España (AR): this rate is considered as being an unofficial 
intervention rate, but is often used by the Banco de España 
as an instrument of its monetary policy. It is the rate at 
which the Banco de España intervenes in the money 
market. Market makers are asked to made bids in terms of 
amounts and rates, and the Bank of Spain decides at which 
point operations should be closed. 
The rate published here is the average weighted rate 
resulting from the intervention. 
FRANCE 
Intervention rates: 
Auction (AUCT): twice a week, the Central Bank invites 
tenders (against collateral) in order to assess credit 
institutions' demand for Central Bank money. After a 
centralisation of the requests, the Central Bank will only 
allocate a proportion of them. The rate is, in practice, known 
in advance and is intended as a floor for money market 
rates. 
Sales with repurchase agreements (REPO): rate at which 
banks get liquidity from the Central Bank against Treasury 
bills or commercial paper. This emergency facility carries a 
penality rate that is designed as a ceiling for market rates. 
IRELAND 
Intervention rate: 
Short-term facility rate (STF): rate at which the Central 
Bank grants short-term credits to banks for a period of 
between 1 day and 1 week. 
ITALY 
Intervention rates: 
Discount rate (DR): rate 
discounts commercial bills. 
at which the Banca d'Italia 
Fixed-maturity advances rate (LR): rate charged by the 
Banca d'Italia for advances with a maximum maturity of 32 
days against eligible securities for special short-term needs. 
Other rate: 
Repurchase agreements (Repo) and Reverse 
Repurchase Agreements (R-Repo): marginal auction rate. 
The Bank of Italy intervenes when it perceives the need to 
add or drain liquidity. The choice between repos (Repo) and 
reverse repos (R-Repo) depends on the structural (debitor 
or creditor) position of the banking system vis-à-vis the 
central bank. Foreign currency repos are also conducted, in 
addition to the securities repos. 
NETHERLANDS 
Intervention rates: 
Discount rate (DR): rate at which the Central Bank 
discounts Treasury paper and approved bills of exchange 
with a remaining maturity not exceeding 3 months. From 1 
January 1994, the Central Bank no longer accepts paper for 
discounting and thus this rate no longer exists. Data until 
12/93 are available on request from Eurostat. 
Rate on special advances (SPR): rate charged by the 
Central Bank to financial institutions for short-term 
advances. 
Marginal advance rate (LR): rate which allows banks to 
raise overnight credit from the central bank. Under normal 
conditions, this rate will set an upper limit to money market 
rates. 
Official advance rate (AR): rate at which advances on 
current account against collateral are mainly granted, within 
a certain limit, to registered credit institutions and a number 
of public and semi-public financial institutions. This rate 
establishes a floor for money market rates. 
Rate on discount of promissory notes (PRNT): rate 
serving as a benchmark for commercial rates. From 1 
January 1994, the discount rate on promissory notes is 
maintained as an interest rate, given its use as a reference 
rate for legal purposes, but it will no longer be published. It 
is equal to the prevailing rate on advances plus 0.5 




Discount rate (DR): rate at which the Central Bank 
rediscounts bills of exchange. To qualify for discounting, the 
paper presented must fulfil certain eligibility requirements. 
Refinancing ceilings for individual banks are determined on 
the basis of specified balance sheet items. 
Lombard rate (LR): rate at which the Central Bank grants 
loans to banks against collateral. Since this rate is a penalty 
rate, it is higher than both the discount and the Gomex rate. 
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Gomex rate (REPO): rate applied to the Central Bank open 
market operations. Within each bank's refinancing quota, 
the Central Bank conducts open market transactions in 
fixed income securities issued by residents or supra-
national organisations, denominated in Austrian shillings 
and listed on the Vienna stock exchange or in cash 
certificates issued by the central bank. 
PORTUGAL 
Intervention rates: 
Regular rate for liquidity provision (PR R): rate at which 
the Banco de Portugal supplies liquidity to the money 
market. The regular operations take place on the first 
working day of each regular maintenance period (1 week) 
and mature in the first working day of the subsequent 
period. When the regular rate for liquidity provision is 
suspended, the Banco de Portugal can also conduct 
operations at a variable rate, which take place on the first 
working day of the regular maintenance period. These data 
are not given here but are available from Eurostat. 
Standing facility rate (SFR): the standing facility refers to 
liquidity provision operations which mature on the next 
working day following the day on which transaction takes 
place, and which take place at the pre-announced rate. The 
institutions' access to this facility is limited by way of a 
quota, established on the beginning of each month as a 
percentage of the total amount of the facility (currently 100 
billions of escudos). 
Regular liquidity draining rate (DR R): rate at which the 
Banco de Portugal withdraws liquidity from the money 
market by selling Treasury bills with repurchase agreement 
or Central Banks monetary certificates. The regular 
operations take place on the first working day of each 
regular maintenance period (1 week) and mature in the first 
working day of the subsequent period. 
Other rates: 
Occasional operations of liquidity draining 
(DR O): the Banco de Portugal also conducts occasional 
operations of liquidity draining with a view to stabilising the 
money market. 
Occasional operations of liquidity provision 
(PR O): the Banco de Portugal also conducts occasional 
operations of liquidity provision with a view to stabilising the 
money market. 
FINLAND 
Base rate (BR): the base rate is an administered interest 
rate set by the Parliamentary Supervisory Board. Its 
importance has diminished along with the developments of 
markets in Finland. Nonetheless, it is still of importance 
since a fairly large proportion of deposits and outstanding 
loans are tied to it, and these rates are adjusted whenever 
there is a change in the base rate. 
Tender rate (TR): rate determined by tenders held by the 
Central Bank in which banks are asked to make bids or 
offers for money market instruments with a maturity of 1 
month. The tender rate is a weighted average of accepted 
bids or offers. 
Other rates: 
Liquidity credit rate (AR): rate charged to banks by the 
Bank of Finland for loans with a maturity of 1 day, 7 days, 
14 days, 21 days and 28 days. The rate is the sum of the 
tender rate and the interest rate margin for credit liquidity. 
The liquidity credit has replaced the overnight facility. 
SWEDEN 
Intervention rates: 
Lending rate (AR): rate at which the Riksbank supplies 
cash to banks. Each bank has a borrowing facility 
equivalent to 4% of its capital base; terms for any borrowing 
in excess of this amount are determined at the discretion of 
the Riksbank. 
Other rates: 
Repo rate (Repo): rate applied to the Riksbank's 
operations on repurchase agreement. These transactions 
are usually offered on Tuesdays for a period of 14 days. 
The repo rate fluctuates in a band between the lending and 
the deposit rates. 
Discount rate (DR): from the second quarter of 1992, the 
discount rate should be regarded solely as a reference rate. 
It is determined at the beginning of each quarter solely on 
the basis of interest rates in the preceding quarter. It is 
computed as a weighted average of the daily market rates 
for 6-month Treasury discount notes and 5-year 
government bonds in the preceding quarter less two and a 
half percentage points, rounded to the nearest whole or half 
point. 
Rate for industrial bonds (IBR): this is an administratively 
determined interest rate. It is the rate at which industrial 
bonds with an interest period of 2.5 years are adjusted. 
The structure of Swedish central bank rates was changed 
from 1.6.94. Data on the marginal rate for the period 9.92 to 
5.94 are available from Eurostat. 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Until 1981, the Bank of England used an official 
continuously posted rate to signal its interest rate intentions. 
This was called the Minimum Lending Rate and was the 
rate at which the Bank of England lent to the discount 
houses. Since then its intentions have been signalled on 
most days by the rate at which it purchases bills in bands 1 
and 2 (ie up to one month in maturity); otherwise it has 
tended to announce interest rate changes by posting a 
Minimum Lending Rate, applying now for one day only. 
These operations are used by the Bank of England to signal 
changes in the key rate in the UK financial market, the 
commercial banks' base rate (BR). This is a good indicator 
of the broad level of short-term interest rates. 
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ICELAND 
Discount rate (DR): Rate on loans within quota. Banks are 
able to obtain short-term credits within this quota. 
Repurchase agreements (Repo) rates: rates on 10 day 
repos, when the Central Bank purchases Treasury bills with 
a repurchase condition. 
Certificates of deposit (CD) rate: a fixed rate on 45 day 
CDs issued by the Central Bank. 
NORWAY 
Intervention rate: 
Overnight lending rate (AR): rate at which commercial and 
saving banks can borrow from the Norges Bank on a day to 
day basis. The ceiling on loans available for each half-
month is set in percent of the banks' capital base, excluding 
subordinated loan capital. 
SWITZERLAND 
Lombard rate (LR): rate at which the Central Bank grants 
loans to banks against collateral. This rate is a penalty rate 
against banks which have underestimated their liquidity 
needs. It is calculated on the basis of the market rates of 
the two previous days plus 2 points. 
Discount rate (DR): rate at which the Central Bank 
discounts bills of exchange, cheques, Treasury bills issued 
by the Confederation and bills issued by the Cantons and 
Communes. The maturity of discounted paper may not 
exceed 6 months. 
UNITED STATES 
Discount rate (DR): rate at which the Federal Reserve 
Banks discount eligible paper for, and make advances to, 
depository institutions. 
Fed Funds rate (FED): Rate of interest charged on federal 
funds loaned by and to commercial banks. Owing to the 
large scale of fed funds borrowings, the rate is regarded by 
the Federal Reserve as an important determinant of bank 
liquidity, and is considered as a key rate for implementing 
monetary policy. 
JAPAN 
Discount rate (DR): rate at which the Bank of Japan 
discounts commercial bills. 
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